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On June 19 (which was- highly uncharacteristically-
more than a month before this presentation), I searched 
“Somatosensory Amplification” & “Pain” on PubMed.

The search returned exactly 41 results, half of which 
were only marginally relevant. I had assumed 
(apparently incorrectly) that “Somatosensory 
Amplification” was a fairly commonly-used term in our 
field. In comparison, a search for “Pain Modulation” 
returned over 2,000 results, and “Central Sensitization” 
& “Pain” got almost 2,500.

Somatosensory Amplification



History

In the late 1970’s, Art Barsky and others 
(many of them in Psychiatry), began writing 
regularly about “amplification”, somatization, 
and hypochondriasis. For example: “Patients 
who amplify bodily sensations.” Barsky AJ. 
Ann Intern Med, 1979. Later, the term 
somatosensory amplification was introduced 
and defined as: “the tendency to experience 
somatic sensations as intense, noxious, and 
disturbing”. Amplification included both 
lower-level (sensory) and higher-level 
(cognitive-emotional) processes. In the ‘80s 
and ‘90s a Somatosensory Amplification 
Scale was developed and validated:



Conceptualized as: “Strongly related to but distinct from: (1) 
Catastrophizing, (2) Central Sensitization, (3) Hypervigilance.” 
However, I don’t actually find the distinction convincingly made: 
“As decreased pain threshold/tolerance are the most often reported 
concomitants of SSA (Table 2), the differences between the 2 
phenomena need to be explained. Sensitization basically represents 
an acquired characteristic (SSA does not), SSA also encompasses 
non-pain-related sensations (CS does not), and the CS concept 
assumes the presence of sensory input, thus it cannot explain the 
association between SSA and expectations/worries (CS is not 
related to cognitive & emotional factors)”.

Conceptualization



Differentiation of Components of SA?
Is it even possible?

Somatic focus?
Sensitization?
Pain Facilitation?
Failure of Inhibition?
Hypervigilance? Anxiety? Catastrophizing?



In order to give you the option of not 
even listening to the rest of the talk but 
still absorbing the take-home message, 
my answer is going to be that we can 

measure these components separately, 
but they all inter-relate with one another 

and share neurobiological substrates.



Importance: Top Predictive 
Psychosocial Factor in 

OPPERA

OPPERA is widely 
considered one of the 
premier (e.g., thousands 
of subjects, detailed 
phenotyping, careful 
long-term follow-up) 
prospective cohort 
studies of risk factors 
for the development of a 
chronic pain condition 



PILL

“Two of the most important risk factors for elevated TMD 
incidence were greater numbers of comorbid pain 
conditions and greater extent of nonspecific orofacial 
symptoms. Other important baseline risk factors were 
preexisting bodily pain, heightened somatic awareness, 
and greater extent of pain in response to examiners’ 
palpation of the head, neck, and body.”

“The PILL assesses the frequency with 
which individuals experience 54 common 
physical symptoms and sensations on a 5-
category scale (“never or almost never” to 
“more than once every week”).”

“Partial dependence plots 
for the PILL, etc. The plots 
depict the estimated TMD 
incidence rate that would 
be observed at several 
values of the variable after
averaging over the values 
of all other variables in the 
model.”





Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST)

Coghill et al., PNAS, 2003

Individual differences in 
heat pain ratings reflect 
differences in CNS pain 
processing
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Probability of chronic pain 6 months after surgery

Aasvang et al., 
2010, 

Anesthesiology

Nearly 500 patients followed 
for 6 months after hernia 
repair. Pre-surgical heat pain 
responses predict persistent 
pain symptoms.

Predictive Relevance of 
Enhanced Pain 

Sensitivity



* Pain is no longer viewed
in terms of a straight-
through process of 
neurotransmission from
the periphery to the brain

Nociceptive signals within the 
CNS may be modulated by a 
number of endogenous 
-pain-facilitatory processes 
-pain-inhibitory processes

These endogenous pain 
modulation processes are
known to operate at various 
levels of the CNS 
-Brain
-Spinal cord

Play a determinant role in 
shaping the subjective 
experience of pain
-Experimental pain
-Clinical pain 



* In humans, the most common methods for assessing
endogenous pain modulation are:

Pain-inhibition Pain-facilitation

* CPM represents one form of 
endogenous pain inhibition 

* Process by which one noxious 
stimulus inhibits or reduces the 

perception of a 2nd noxious stimulus 

* TS refers to the increased perception 
of pain with repetitive noxious stimuli

* Temporal summation of pain suggests   
the involvement of central 

sensitization 

* Assessed using two distinct psychophysical procedures
* Subserved by distinct neurophysiologic/biologic mechanisms
* Potentially out of balance in many chronic pain conditions  

Pain-inhibition (CPM) & Pain-facilitation (TS)

Conditioned pain modulation 
(CPM) /DNIC paradigms 

Temporal summation (TS) of 
pain paradigms 



CPM 
Variability

CPM is studied as a pathophysiologic contributor to chronic pain, as a 
trait-like predictor of outcomes, as an outcome of treatment, as a 
mechanism that underpins treatment effects, and more . . . 



CPM

CPM is reduced or absent in many chronic pain conditions.

Variability in CPM has been shown to predict:

- Daily pain severity

- Reduced physical function

- Post-operative pain

- Analgesic responses

- Exercise-induced analgesia



FM: Imbalanced Pain Modulation and a 
Pro-Nociceptive Phenotype

23 studies showed an effect size of .53 for TS (P < .001), 
which is a 68% relative difference between patients and 
controls, and of .57 for CPM (P < .001), representing a 
65% relative difference between the groups.
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Relationship Between 
TS & CPM



Depicting the 
Biopsychosocial Model 

of Pain

A critical risk/
vulnerability factor



Higher-Order Constructs Such as 
“Negative Affect” Contain Many Inter-

Correlated Variables

Neuroticism

Pain Catastrophizing

Depression

NEGATIVE 
AFFECT

Correlations=.50-.70

Generalized Anxiety
Pain-Related Anxiety

Patients often exhibit symptom combinations/clusters

Slide Courtesy 
of Ajay Wasan



Catastrophizing 
Predicts the Future 
Onset of Chronic 

Back Pain

Replicated by Linton, 2005
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Catastrophizing’s Links with Other 
Elements of “Centralized” Chronic 

Pain (e.g., Impaired Pain Modulation, 
Widespread Pain, Side Effects, Etc.)



Catastrophizing & 
Pain Sensitivity



Catastrophizing & 
Temporal Summation

Patients with chronic MSK pain, 
categorized as high catastrophizers 
(n=76) or low catastrophizers 
(n=69). Temporal summation 
assessed using a series of 10 stimuli 
administered with punctate probes:  
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“In addition, reduced CPM responses were 
significantly correlated with higher anxiety, 
stress, and pain catastrophizing (r=0.38).”

“It is noteworthy that Piche and colleagues 
showed that group differences in CPM 
responses were no longer significant when 
psychological factors were accounted for in
the analysis. PCS was however found to 
independently predict CPM effect and 
mediate increased pain-related anxiety 
occurring during CPM.”

Catastrophizing 
&CPM



Catastrophizing and Opioid-
Induced CPM impairment?

6-month study of oral opioid 
treatment in patients with chronic 
radicular LBP. 

Patients high in NA and 
catastrophizing (elevated scores on 
the HADS, PCS etc) report less 
opioid analgesia AND show 
decrements in CPM during treatment. 0
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Catastrophizing and 
Widespread Pain



Side Effects

Among 200 patients using opioids:
Catastrophizing → Side Effects → Disability C
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Unique Prediction???
Mixed Findings . . .



Mediational Role in Post-op Pain 

A consecutive sample of 203 women was assessed before and 48 
hours after hysterectomy. Younger age, pre-surgical pain (OR = 
2.50, p <.05), pain due to other causes (OR = 4.39, p = .001), and 
pain catastrophizing (OR = 3.37, p = .001) emerged as the main 
predictors of pain severity in multivariate logistic regression. 

P-value for pre-surgical anxiety 
without catastrophizing in the 
model= .001. P> .3 once 
catastrophizing is added (full 
mediation).



But in Other 
Cases . . .



Different Elements of SA 
May Uniquely Predict 

Different Outcomes



As the biopsychosocial model of pain 
would lead you to expect, there is quite 

a bit of overlap between seemingly-
different mechanisms/risk 

factors/contributors to the experience 
of chronic pain



fMRI studies suggest that brain networks 
may differentially link to the multi-
dimensional aspects of chronic pain

Gatchel, et al. The biopsychosocial
approach to chronic pain. 2007. 
Psychological Bulletin. 133(4), 
581-624.
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Chronic Pain

SMN DMN

SLN
Saliency directed toward 
the location and intensity 
of evoked pain

Chronic Pain à Blurred Network Connectivity in 
the context of painful stimulation



Sustained pain alters insula to S1 connectivity in FM 
(which is related to PCS and TS and attention to pain)
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Other Neurobiological 
Substrates: Microglia?

PET brain scan using TSPO ligand [11C]PBR28. Comparison 
of fibromyalgia patients and controls at 2 sites 



25 patients with chronic pain and 
27 healthy control subjects scanned 
with PET using the second-
generation TSPO ligand 
[11C]PBR28. PET signal was 
positively associated with BDI 
scores in patients, and significantly 
elevated in patients with mild-to-
moderate depression compared 
with controls, in anterior middle 
and pregenual anterior cingulate 
cortices (aMCC, pgACC). 

Affective Factors & Microglial Activation 

Very strong 
correlations 

with BDI



The various elements of Somatosensory 
Amplification (e.g, somatization, 

sensitization, pain facilitation, diminished 
inhibition, hypervigilance, anxiety, 

negative mood, catastrophizing, etc.) all 
appear to inter-relate with one another and 

perhaps have common neurobiological 
substrates 



A Very Large Number of 
Manipulations (in a Broad 

Array of Forms) Can Increase 
Somatosensory Amplification / 

Sensitization



• SA has not been well-defined, and the term is not widely used.
• It shares space with other more-commonly used terms for constructs that 

have proven to be important predictors of pain outcomes (somatization, 
sensitization, catastrophizing, etc.).

• These constructs are all inter-related. For example, catastrophizing is 
associated with amplified TS and diminished CPM . . .

• It seems a good bet that these various related/overlapping constructs 
share neurobiological substrates (e.g., hyper-connectivity between the 
salience network and sensory networks, elevated indices of microglial 
activation, etc.).

• It is probable that different elements of SA predict different outcomes.
• Should we be measuring and analyzing these things separately (e.g., 

PILL + PCS + STAI + QST + fMRI + PET ++++++++)?

Conclusions
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